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List of Candidates

Chapter Director:
Lauren Fishman - Biography
I am e-Discovery Counsel at MT>3, a division of McCarthy Tétrault LLP with over 15 years of
e-Discovery experience. My practice involves providing advice to clients on e-Discovery,
litigation management and information governance (“IG”) matters.
I am knowledgeable about e-Discovery best practices and technology with experience
managing the complete e-Discovery process - from identification, preservation and
collection through to analysis of large data sets using technology, complex electronic
document reviews and production.
I advise clients on IG best practices and guidelines for managing electronic information, including
implementation strategies. I advise institutional clients on data retention requirements, record
classification plans and retention schedules. I also provide legal advice and opinions regarding
digitization and defensible disposition and remediation, with a focus on leveraging technology to
implement this advice.
In addition to my e-Discovery and IG practice, I manage large due diligence reviews for
McCarthy Tétrault LLP M&A and Real Estate clients.

Chapter Assistant Director:
Kristen Lai – Biography
Kristen is an Associate in the Advocacy Group at Cassels Brock. She plays a key role in the e-Discovery
and information governance team at her firm – focusing broadly on legal, procedural and operational
issues relating to the creation and use of data, and its role in litigation. Previously, Kristen practiced in eDiscovery and advocacy with the Ministry of the Attorney General where she assisted with complex
litigation matters for the Province of Ontario.
Kristen is currently the assistant chapter director and is proud of how the Chapter has grown and
flourished. She is excited about the opportunity to serve her community of women in eDiscovery for
another year.

Chapter Secretary:
Pamela Drummond - Biography
Pamela Drummond is a Project Manager with MT>3. She is responsible for establishing and overseeing
e-discovery review and quality control workflows, analyzing reports, providing recommendations to the
team and client, and implementing solutions to address projects with unique needs. Pamela is highly
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skilled at managing and organizing complex matters with significant disclosure. Prior to MT>3, Pamela
was a senior litigation law clerk with expertise in civil and commercial litigation, construction law,
product and professional liability, debt recovery, class actions, labour and employment, and bankruptcy
and insolvency. Pamela graduated with Honours from the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology with
a Law Clerk Diploma, and holds an ILCO Fellowship Certificate for Advanced e-Discovery Theory and
Practices.

Kim Dewer - Biography
Kim has significant experience managing all phases of e-discovery for domestic and multinational
matters. Her practice includes managing e-discovery reviews and document production matters,
including custodian interviews, document review for consumer class actions, complex commercial
litigation, financial investigations and Competition Bureau matters, as well as advising on data-retention
policies for public- and private-sector clients.
Prior to entering the field of e-discovery, Kimberly practised in the area of real property and
wills/estates as an associate at a leading firm in Nova Scotia, and also worked at one of the most
established law firms in Zambia.

Chapter Membership Director:
Anna-Lee Chow-Lin-On - Biography
I have been in the e-discovery industry for over 10 years with experience working in Law firm and
vendor environments. During the course of my career I have managed many large-scale litigation files,
and trained hundreds of legal professionals on e-discovery software and processes.
I am currently a Senior Manager of the Forensic & Integrity Services at Ernst and Young. I have
experience advising lawyers, law clerks and clients on e-discovery, document management, litigationsupport applications and technology issues. I have numerous certifications including Relativity Certified
Administrator and Relativity Certified User.
On weekends you can find me at the Rogers Centre cheering on the Blue Jays. If it’s not baseball season
I’m usually counting days until spring training.

Chapter Meetings Director:
Tracey Both – Biography
Tracey has been involved in eDiscovery for years; from her first role out of college as a document
reviewer on what was probably one of the first eDiscovery platforms in 1999 to transitioning to
recruitment (after many years as a Corporate Law Clerk) where she staffed document review projects
for large law firms in Toronto while with a global recruitment firm. Now, as the co-founder of Mirillion,
a large portion of her business is in eDiscovery recruitment. She may not practice in the eDiscovery
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arena, but is highly connected to the industry and has a keen interest in its growth and evolvement, and
that of its practitioners, particularly in the Canadian market.
I am interested in running for a Board position because I’d like to broaden my impact on the industry,
contribute to it’s growth in a way I’m not currently and evangelize the importance of women working
together to continue to create a larger footprint which will continue to open doors to those interested in
growing their expertise in eDiscovery.

